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The Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of an arbitrary locally compact group G is the 
set of all finite, complex-linear combinations of continuous, positive definite 
functions on G, where addition and multiplication are defined pointwise and 
a Banach algebra norm (unique up to equivalence) can be specified. Thus, 
B(G) is a commutative, semisimple Banach algebra with unit. The main result 
is that B(G,) and B(G,) are isometrically isomorphic as Banach algebras if 
and only if Gi and Gs are topologically isomorphic as groups. The spectrum of 
B(G) is characterized as a *-semigroup of operators on Hilbert space, and its 
subgroup of invertible elements (being precisely those unitary elements which 
“preserve tensor products”) is topologically isomorphic to G. The Fourier 
algebra A(G) is also shown to characterize G. (A(G) can be defined as the 
closure in B(G) of the functions in B(G) with compact support.) The representa- 
tion theory of the lattice of subgroups of G is also studied. 
The main techniques of investigation come from the theory of C* and 
W*-algebras. 
INTRODUCTION 
If G is an arbitrary locally compact group the Fourier algebra of G, 
A(G), and the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G, B(G), are defined as in 
[7]. Both of these algebras are commutative, semisimple Banach 
algebras with involution; and the elements in each algebra are bounded 
continuous functions on G, with algebraic operations defined point- 
wise. The main result of this paper is that each of these commutative 
algebras completely characterize their underlying group G, even if G 
is non-abelian. More precisely, locally compact groups G, and G, are 
topologically isomorphic if and only if B(G,) is isometrically iso- 
morphic to B(G,). S imilarly, G, and G, are topologically isomorphic 
if and only if A(G,) and A(G,) are isometrically isomorphic. 
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This paper is a step towards the author’s goal of formulating a 
complete and useful theory of harmonic analysis on an arbitrary 
locally compact group. If G is abelian such a theory is available; and a 
large portion of this theory is built around the existence of a dual 
group r, and the Fourier-Stieltjes transform. From the point of view 
of representation theory, r is a “strong” dual in that it involves only 
continuous, irreducible unitary representations of G. It is well known 
that I’ completely determines G and that the dual group of r is G. 
If G is allowed to be nonabelian, I’ as defined for an abelian group 
ceases to be a dual group in general; and thus begins the search for a 
dual object for G. In this paper a natural candidate for this dual object, 
namely B(G), is shown to be actually a “weak” dual for G, where 
“weak” means that B(G) involves all continuous unitary represen- 
tations of G. The algebra A(G) is also shown to be a suitable dual for 
G. [The problem of finding a “strong” dual will be discussed in a 
later paper]. The fact that B(G) and A(G) are dual objects for G is 
evident from our Theorem l(i), (’ ) iv an our corollary of Theorems 2 d 
and 3. Theorem 1 is closely related to the duality results of [6, 7, 16, 
19, 261, and the proof is relatively short. Briefly, the formulas of 
Theorem 1 a(B(G)) n W,*(G) s G and o(A(G)) E G say that 
“G is the ‘dual’ of B(G),” “G is the ‘dual’ of A(G),” respectively. 
The rest of Theorem 1 clarifies the relationship between B(G) and the 
representation theory of G. Theorem 2 completely characterizes the 
isometric isomorphisms between Fourier-Stieltjes algebras; Theorem 
3 does the same for Fourier algebras. As an immediate corollary we 
obtain the main result mentioned above, viz., B(G) and A(G) comple- 
tely and uniquely specify their underlying group G. This, of course, is 
a crucial property which an object must have if it is to be a dual for G. 
We should mention in this introduction that for abelian groups 
G, , G, with dual groups r, , ra , respectively, that B(G,) is the 
Fourier-Stieltjes transform of M1(ri), the convolution algebra of 
regular complex Bore1 measures on ri , i = 1,2, where if u is the 
Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p E Ml(rJ, I/ u Ilrr(c,) = 11 p jlM~(c,) i = 
1,2. Similarly A(G,) is the isometric Fourier transform of Ll(r,), the 
group algebra of ri , i = 1, 2. Thus in the abelian case our main 
result is equivalent to the fact that AP(r,) and Mi(r,) are isometrically 
isomorphic if and only if r, and r, are topologically isomorphic, 
(cf. B. E. JOHNSON, Isometric isomorphisms of measure algebras, 
Proc. Amer. Malh. Sac. 15 (1964), 186-188), or the fact thatLi(r,) and 
Lr(r,) are isometrically isomorphic if and only if r, and r, are topo- 
logically isomorphic, cf. Wendel [28]. In this form our result is not so 
surprising since, for a locally compact group G, L1(G) is abelian if and 
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only if G is abelian. What is at first surprising is that our result holds 
for non-abelian groups, and this suggests to the author that a deep 
duality theory is waiting to be discovered. 
In closing we mention that Section 4 shows how the lattice of 
closed subgroups (or closed normal subgroups) of G can be treated 
from our point of view. We now present in Section 1 the preliminary 
facts and notations needed in this approach to non-abelian harmonic 
analysis. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
If X is a topological space, then C(X) is the algebra of all continuous, 
C-valued functions on X, where Q= denotes the complex numbers. 
If K C X, then aK, Kint, x, Kc denote the boundary, interior, closure, 
and set-theoretic complement of K, respectively; and if f : X --+ 2, 
i.e., if f is a function from X to a set Z,flK is the restriction off to K. If 
f E C(X), the support of f = [u{O C X : 0 open, f IO 3 O}]“. If X is 
locally compact, C,(X) is the algebra of all continuous, C-valued func- 
tions on X which vanish at infinity; and C,(X) is the algebra of all 
continuous c-valued functions on X with compact support. 
The letter G will denote a locally compact topological group, cf. 
[13] ; and e will denote the identity element of G. If f E C(G) and 
a,gsG, thenf,(g)=f(ga),.f(g) =fG&f(g) =fk-W(g) = 
f(g)- (complex conjugate), and p(g) = f (g-l). 
If N is a normed linear space (all our linear spaces are complex), 
11 * IIN designates the norm (subscript dropped if no ambiguity); N’ 
denotes all continuous, @-valued, linear functions on N, i.e., the dual 
of N; and if in addition N is an algebra with involution, *, N+’ = 
{f E N’: f (x*x) > 0 for all x E N}. If f E N,‘, f is called a positive 
linear functional. Also if S C N’, then S+ = N+’ n S. If 4: Ni + N, 
is a continuous linear map of one normed linear space to another, 
“4: N,’ -+ N,‘, the “transpose of +“, is defined by l+(f) = f o C$ for 
f E N,‘. In general, our references for functional analysis are [3] and 
M* 
Our general reference for Banach algebras is [14]-cf. hull (2.5.2), 
approximate identity p. 3, spectrum (as a set we take it to be the set 
of (continuous) nonzero, C-valued (algebra) homomorphisms of the 
Banach algebra). Our general reference for C*-algebras is [2]; for von 
Neumann algebras and IV*-algebras, [l] and [17]. If IV* is a W*- 
algebra, its predual is denoted W*,. The unit of W* will be denoted e. 
(If necessary, the context will prevent the reader from confusing W* 
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units and group identities; IV,,* = {projections in IV*}, IV,* = 
{unitaries in W*>, Wp.i.* = {partial isometries in W*}, Iy,* = 
{XE w*: x-l exists}). When we wish to emphasize that a given von 
Neumann algebra M acts on Hilbert space H we write {M, H}. 
L?(H) is the set of all bounded operators on Hilbert space H, and 
WP,~ E -W% is defined by w&x) = (x&q), x E pp(fO 5, rl E H. 
If A isalinear space and SCA,then(S)is the set of all finite, complex, 
linear, combinations of the elements of S. If a E A andf: A-+ @ is linear, 
then the value off at a is denoted (a, f ). If B is a subset of A’, then 
o(A, B) is the topology on A induced by B, viz., a net (x,} C A is 
such that o(A, B) - lim,x, = x iff lim, (x, , f) = (x, f) for all 
f E B; cf. [9, Chap. 51 and [l Chap. 1, section 31. Polars are written 
so, cf. [9, p. 1411. 
If a E W*, a W*-algebra, and f E W** then the “Sakai products” 
a.f E W*, and f.a E W** are defined by (x, a.f) = (xa, f ), and 
(x, f.a) = (ax, f) for all x E W*. Caution: These definitions are 
often interchanged; cf. [2, 12.21. 
Reference [2, especially Sections 2,5, 131 contains all definitions and 
properties of *-algebra and group representations which we need. 
All of our representations are nondegenerate and on Hilbert space 
unless otherwise stated. If representation r is on a Hiibert space H, 
we often write {7~, H,) for emphasis. (Note: oG: G ---f W*(G), with 
W*(G) considered nonspatially is an example of a group represen- 
tation not on a Hilbert space). The left regular representation of a 
group G will be denoted by h, and (M(G), L2(G)} the von Neumann 
algebra generated by h(G). 
We let Ml(G) = C,(G)’ b e endowed with an involutive Banach 
algebra structure as in [2, 13.2.21; and we identify Ll(G), the set of 
Haar integrable functions on G (modulo the Haar null functions), 
with the closed two-sided ideal of Ml(G) consisting of measures 
absolutely continuous with respect to Haar measure. Before passing 
on we note that of particular importance in [2] are the definition and 
properties of positive definite functions; for example, 13.4.5. Also 
[2; 2.7.5, 3.4, 18.1.41 are of fundamental importance. 
Finally, 3, 3, , 0 mean “there exists,” “there exists uniquely,” 
and “the empty set,” respectively. The reader should also note that 
we use the terms class and set precisely enough to avoid confusion, 
e.g., Z(G), defined below, is not a set, so we refer to it as a class. 
Given an involutive Banach algebra A, let Z(A) be the class of 
all representations of AonHilbert space (modulo unitary equivalence). 
For Y C L’(A) we define C,*(A), the enveloping Cy*-algebra of A, 
as the completion of the quotient algebra A/I, with respect to the 
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norm II a + I, II = II a lb = SUP,,.CP II 44 llm ) , where IY = 
{a E A: 11 a IIy = O} is a closed, two-sided, self-adjoint ideal of A. 
C,*(A) is a C*-algebra; the map T+ a E A ct a + I9 E C,*(A) is 
the canonical map of A into C,*(A); cf. [2, 2.7.11. 
Let Z(G) denote the class of all continuous unitary representations 
of G modulo unitary equivalence. With an abuse of notation we let rr 
(whether rr E Z(G) or rr E Z(A)) represent a representation and its 
equivalence class, since for the purposes of this paper unitarily 
equivalent representation are “identical.” Furthermore, [2, 13.3.1 and 
13.3.41 allow us (with additional abuse of notation) to identify Z(G) 
and Z&l(G)) and the subclass of Z(Mr(G)) consisting of those 
TT E Z(kP(G)) f or which r ILltG) is nondegenerate; when there is no 
chance of confusion we designate these objects simply by Z. 
As in [7, Definition 1.131, we denote the group C*-algebras of G 
as C,*(G), where 
DEFINITION 1. C,*(G) is the enveloping Cg*-algebra of Li(G), 
with Y C 2. 
Remark. When 9’ = Z, C,*(G) is denoted as C*(G), and it is 
called the group C*-algebra of G in the literature. From [2,2.7.4] we 
may also identify Z(C*(G)) with Z:. 
If Y C 2, we define P,(G) and B,(G) as in [7, 1.21 and 2.21, 
respectively. We shall let it suffice to recall that B,(G) consists of all 
finite complex-linear combinations of the functions in P,(G) and that 
as a Banach space B,(G) is isometrically isomorphic with C,*(G)‘. 
We write P,(G) simply as P(G), which is the set of all continuous 
positive definite functions on G. We denote B,(G) simply as B(G). 
Thus as a set B(G) consists of all finite complex-linear combinations 
of continuous positive definite functions on G; hence B(G) is a 
commutative algebra with unit (where the algebraic operations are 
defined pointwise). As shown in [7, 2.161, B(G), with the norm it 
acquires as the dual of C*(G), is a (semisimple) Banach algebra. 
B(G) is called the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra of G; and it contains an 
ideal, A(G), called the Fourier-algebra of G. A(G) can be defined as 
the norm closure in B(G) of B(G) n C,(G). The Fourier algebra has 
been thoroughly discussed in [7]; in particular, A(G) consists precisely 
of the coefficients of h. 
In the remainder of this paper we shall make extensive use of the 
end product of the “double dual construction” as found in [2, Section 
12; in particular, 12.1.3 and 12.1.41. We shall designate by W*(G) 
the enveloping von Neumann algebra of C*(G), and by the preceding 
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paragraph we may identify W*(G), with B(G). (We note that W*(G) 
corresponds to the “big group algebra” defined in [4].) We remark 
that any representation (r, H,,} of C*(G) extends uniquely to a 
normal (i.e., u( W*(G), B(G))- continuous) representation of W*(G) 
on H, , thus Z also identifies with the subclass of Z( IV*(G)) consisting 
of the normal representations of W*(G). 
From [4, Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 3.21 we note that G, Ll(G), 
Ml(G) and C*(G) are all “contained in” W*(G) in the sense that 
there exist continuous monomorphisms 
wG : G-t W*(G)u ; ~~1~~) : Ll(G) -+ W*(G); 
y,,,ztGj : Ml(G) --+ W*(G); uCetGb : C*(G) + W*(G), 
where the last three maps preserve the * operation, oG is a bicontin- 
uous group monomorphism into (if wJG) is equipped with the relativ- 
ized u( W*(G), B(G)) topology), and UJ~*(~) is an isometry. (In general, 
uLltG) and w~I(~) are norm decreasing and their ranges are not 
complete subspaces of W*(G).) In the sequel we often identify G 
with w,(G), and we refer to wG as the universal representation of G. 
We denote by {M(G), L2(G)} (or simply M(G)) the von Neumann 
algebra generated by X(G); and we observe from [4, Theorem 7.41 
that as a set of vectors h(G), respectively, w,(G), is linearly independ- 
ent in M(G), respectively, W*(G). W e note for future reference that 
(as proved in [7, p, 1931) 
(6 yw1&4) = s, 44 444 for all p~ilP(G) and b E B(G); (1) 
in particular, (b, wG( g)) = b(g) for b E B(G), g E G. 
We recall from [22] that if A is a C* algebra a subspace I’ of A’ is 
left (respectively right) invariunr if a. Y C Y (respectively V.a C Y) for 
all a E A. Subspace V is said to be invuriunt if it is both left and right 
invariant. In 122, Theorem I] it is proven that there is a bijection 
V++ I between closed left (respectively right) invariant subspaces 
I/ of A’ and the u(A”, A’)-closed right (respectively left) ideals of A”, 
the enveloping von Neumann algebra of A. This correspondence is 
characterized by V‘J = I and Is = V, where O indicates the polar in 
the A”, A’ duality. Furthermore, every closed left (respectively right) 
invariant subspace V is of the form V = A’.p (respectively V = p.A’) 
for some projection p E A”, where p is central if and only if V is 
invariant. The projection p is called the support projection of V in A”. 
If n E Z, the kernel ‘of 7r in W*(G) is a u( W*(G), B(G))-closed 
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two-sided ideal given by x W*(G) for some central projection 
z E W*(G). We define the support of n to be e[r] = e - z. 
As a preliminary observation we note that A(G) is a closed invariant 
subspace of B(G), and hence there is a central projection z(A) E W*(G) 
such that A(G) = x(A).B(G). 
We close the preliminaries with an application (which is not needed 
in the sequel) of invariant subspaces that augments Remark (2.6) 
2O of [7]. If C,(G) ’ is identified with B,(G) and 01~ is as in [7, 1.151, 
we have 
W*(G) - ttsy C,*(G)” 
B(G) - t”y By(G) 
c*w z Cy*(G), 
where C,*(G)” is the enveloping von Neumann algebra of C,*(G). 
Now b E B,(G) has two polar decompositions (each unique) 
(9 b=c~Ibb, D.V E [C,*(G)“lp.i. , I b 1~ E P.&G), 
(ii) “CL&) = co. l+x&b)l, v E W*(G), I’~s(b)l E P(G), 
We have t,g(I b I) = 1 &&)I, Vxs(v) = zig . 
Proof. As proved in [7], the fact that 6zs(I b, 1) = If~s(b)l 
follows immediately from [2, 12.2.91. We can, however, deduce 
that 6,g(I b Iv) = /“aS( and f6ay(~) = vgp by noting that the 
e[“kY] W*(G), e[%J. B(G) duality is isomorphic with the C,*(G)“, 
B,(G) duality (via 66arYleIttag~W*~C) and Icug). Because in W*(G) 3, an 
element of the form e[ffa&Jw such that 6t~g(e[6t~Y]w) = vY , by the 
above isomorphism fay(b) = (e[fttiY]w).fay(l b Is) is the polar 
decomposition of ‘ay(b). Our conclusion follows by the uniqueness of 
the polar decomposition; cf. [2, 12.2.4 (ii)]. 
Remark We will often write B,(G) = e[66aY].B(G) and 
B,(G)’ = e[6601+] W*(G). 
Remark. Since G generates W*(G), hence e[“‘cw,]G generates 
e[““cl,] W*(G), it follows by Kaplansky’s density theorem that if 
b E By(G), then II u II = SUP I@, C~=tT=1c,g,JI = SUP I Cf==lcnb(gn)l 
over all C c,g, such that 11 C c,g, 119 < 1, c, E C, g, E G; cf. [7, 
2.131. Also, it is clear, since b. g = gb, and g. b = b, for g E G, 
b E B(G), II8 b II = II b II = II b, II, cf. [7, 2.191. 
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2. GROUP DUALITY 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Given G, B(G), W*(G) and wo the universal repre- 
sentation of G, then 
(i) u(B(G)) n W*(G), E G, h w ere s indicates a bicontinuous 
isomorphism and a(B(G)) indicates the spectrum of B(G). 
(ii) o(B(G)) = (u E W*(G) - (0): 7~~ @ ~,(a) = ~~(a) @T&U) 
where rrl and 7r2 vary over all of Z(G)}, and 
a(B(G)) = {u E W*(G) - (0): “‘G @ wG(a) = wG(a) 8 WG(u)>. 
(iii) o(B(G)) is a a-weakly compact, self-adjoint subset of ( W*), = 
{u E W*(G): 11 a lIwqG) = l> and x, y E u(B(G)) 3 xy E u(B(G)) u (01. 
(iv) G C u(B(G)) is such that 
G cs +4(G)) and Gc n U@(G)) C A(G)O, 
where O indicates the polar in the W*(G), B(G) duality and GC indicates 
the set theoretic complement of G in W*(G). 
Remark. In (i) W*(G), can be replaced by W*(G), , the set of 
invertible elements in W*(G). 
This theorem is closely related to the work in [6, 7, 16, 19, 261. 
For example, [19] among other things demonstrates essentially that a 
group G can be recovered as the set of invertible elements r satisfying 
a condition something like wG @ UC(r) = WC(r) @ oG(r). However, 
[19] assumes that G is unimodular and in addition that r is invariant 
under a spatially defined conjugacy operation. In [26] a long 
complicated construction (which is of independent interest) 
succeeds in constructing a dual object for a locally compact group 
as a generalization of the Tannaka duality theorem [25]. In 
[7, 161 we have duality theorems proven where G is recovered in the 
M(G), A(G) context. In [6] a duality theorem is proven first in the 
M(G), A(G) context (with the aid of a result of Wendel, [28, 
Theorem 3]), and then Tatsuuma’s duality theorem is formulated in 
terms of Ernest’s “big group algebra” which corresponds to our 
W*(G). In our Theorem 1 we recover G from its representation theory 
as was done in the aforementioned works; but in addition we have 
clarified the relationship B(G) has to the representation theory 
[Theorem 1 (ii)]. Moreover, we have characterized o(B(G)) in a 
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hopefully useful manner; and we have established the formula in (i) 
of Theorem 1 (which may have independent interest, but it is at least 
very crucial for Theorem 2 of the next section). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us prove part (ii) first. o(B(G)) is the set 
of nonzero, complex-valued, multiplicative, linear functions on 
B(G), viz., 
a(B(G)) = {x E W*(G) - (0): (b,b, , X) = (b, , x)& , x) for all b, , b, E B(G)}. 
But x E a(B(G)) is equivalent to saying x # 0 and 
hl 044 51 63 & I% 0 %I = (44 O%M ho 42 I% 0%) 
for all n1 , ~a E Z(G), & , vi E Hmi i = I, 2. [Note: To see this equiv- 
alence recall that B(G) = {(n(m)5 1 7): n E Z; [,q E H,}, and B(G) is an 
algebra. Hence for any 7~~ , ~~E~ptip~iEHni, i= 13% 
g E G - (dd Cl I rlddd Ez I ~1 
is in B(G) and we can write it as (~~a( *)(,a 1 era) for some (7~~~ , H,,l,} E Z. 
Thus h(g) ha I r12) = h 0 d d t1 0 t2 I rll 0 rlz) holds for 
all g E G, since r1 @ ~a( g) = 7~r( g) @ ~a( g) for all g E G, and 
But 
are normal linear functionals on W*(G) agreeing on a generating set of 
W*(G), viz., {CT& cig,: C~ E @,g$ E G} which is a-weakly dense in 
W*(G) by t41- Thus b(x) (12 I rid = (~0 ~dx) 510 52 I ~0 rlz) 
for all x E W*(G), in particular for x E a(B(G)). But if x E a(B(G)), 
then 
because if b,(m) denotes (nri( *) & 1 Q), i = 1, 2, the next to the last 
equality is just (b,b, , x) = (b, , x)(bg , x) by [7, 2.111.1 
Now x E o@(G)) is equivalent to x # 0 and 
Tl oF2G4 = 44 0 T44 for all 771 , rr.2 E 22 
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[This follows since 
are each total in Hr, @ HV, ,] 
We now show that for x E W*(G), r1 @ nz(x) = n,(x) @ ~.Jx) 
for all 7r1 , ra 6 2 iff wo @ C+(X) = we(x) @ c+(x). The only if 
implication is clear since {w, , Hw,> E Z. We show the if implication by 
showing that if oG @ C+(X) = oG(x) @ C+(X) and x # 0, then 
x E o(R(G)). Let b, , b, E B(G). Then 
where wG is the universal representation of W*(G), i.e., the iso- 
morphism of the “nonspatial” W*(G) with the “spatial” W*(G), and 
t “6% 8 wG)( wiil(bl) @ tw~l(b,))(d = td(bl) @ t~:1(b2)(%k) 8 %(d) 
= b,(g) b2k) 
for all g E G, hence bib, and t(~G @ CIJ,J(~C$(~~) @ f~;l(bs)) are 
both normal linear functionals on W*(G) agreeing on a generating 
set of, hence on all of, W*(G). Observe that the use of @ in the 
above is self-explanatory; cf. [I, sections 2.4 and 4, exercise 61. Thus 
(ii) is proved. 
Remark. We thus see that a(B(G)) is precisely that subset of 
W*(G) - {0} which “preserves tensor products”. 
Let us now prove (iii). We first observe that x E a(B(G)) implies 
II x II = 1. [II XII 2 1 since (1, x> = 1, 1 the identity of R(G). If 
11 x I] > 1, then 3 b E B(G) with I/ b (1 < 1 and / (b, x) I > 1. But then 
II bn II < II b II d 1 and II x II 3 I@“, x>l = 0, x>P - + 00 as n - ~0. 
This is a contradiction, hence 11 x 11 = 1.1 
o(B(G)) is closed in the a-weak topology. [To see this let the net 
G&.~I C G(G)) converge u-weakly to x E W*(G). 
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Then 
hence x E o(B(G)) U (0). But (1, x) = lim,( 1, x,) = 1 # 0 thus 
x # 0. Thus x E u@(G)).] 
o(B(G)) is self-adjoint. [To see this, take x E o(B(G)), then 
hence x* E a(B(G)) by (ii).] If x, y E u(B(G)), then xy E u(B(G)) u (O}. 
[To see this, observe, that 
WC @ WC&) = “‘G @ WC(x) wG @ wG(y) 
= wG(x) wG(y) @ wG(x) wG(Y) 
= WC&) 8 ~Gh% 
thus xy E u@(G)) u (O).] Th e rest of the proof of Theorem 1 depends 
on the following: 
LEMMA. The hull of A(G) in u(B(G)) is Gc n u(B(G)), e.g., if 
m E o(B(G)) n Gc and I, is the corresponding maximal ideal, then 
I, 3 A(G), m h(G) = 0. 
Remark. The author’s original proof of this lemma rested on the 
fact that B(G) and W*(G) h ave a nontrivial “intersection”, more pre- 
cisely wL1(,,(B(G) n C,(G)) C W*(G). This simple observation allows 
us to adapt Helson’s lemma on the contraction of supports to the 
B(G), W*(G) duality as it was adapted to the A(G), (M(G), L2(G)} 
duality in [7], (cf. H. Helson, Spectral synthesis of bounded functions, 
Ark. Mat. 1 (1952), 497-502, especially p. 498). The main point of 
the author’s original proof was to demonstrate (by using some com- 
binatoric arguments and the above observation) that the duality 
property of B(G) p is rovable independent of direct consideration of 
A(G) and (M(G), L2(G)}. 0 rice this is observed, however, for the sake 
of conciseness we may as well rely on the theory already beautifully 
developed for A(G) in [7]. Thus we give the following proof of the 
lemma due to the referee, and refer the reader to [7, Theorem 3.3.41. 
Proof. Let m E u(B(G)) not identically null on A(G). By restriction 
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to A(G), m defines an element of o(A(G)); therefore, by [7, Theorem 
3.341 there exists an a E G such that for all ZI E A(G), (m, V) = ~(a). 
Let z+, E A(G) b e such that (m, v,,) # 0. Then, for all u E B(G) one 
has (m, u>(m, v,,) = (m, UV,,) = (a, q) = u(a)(m, v,,). Thus we 
have (m, u) = ~(a), and we are done. 
We can now easily establish (i) and (iv). Since 
G C W*(G), 17 @3(G)), 
we establish (i) if we show that x E W*(G), n a(B(G)) implies x E G. 
Suppose x E W*(G), n a(B(G)) and x $ G. Then by the Lemma 
<A(G), x> = 0, i.e., x E A(G)O = (e - x(A)) W*(G) as in Section 1, 
for some central projection z(A) E W*(G), and B(G).z(A) = A(G). 
Thus (e - z(A))x = x implies that (e - x(A)) = (e - x(A)) xx-l = 
xx-l = e, i.e., x(A) = 0, hence A(G) = (O} which is impossible. Hence 
(i) is established. All that remains in (iv) is to show that G g o(A(G)); 
but this is [7, 3.34)]. 
COROLLARY. Suppose that H is a closed subset of G. Then if IH = 
(6 E B(G): b IH = 0}, B(G)/I, the quotient Banach algebra, and 
$: B(G) + B(G)/& th e natural quotient epimorphism, we have iden- 
tify&g 
t#?(G)/I,)‘) = (H)--weak 
and 
V(GW)lhr)) C 4fWN 
that 
a(B(G)/I,) n W*(G), = H. 
Note. ( H)*weak is a IV*-algebra if H is a subgroup. 
3. ISOMORPHISMS OF THE FOURIER AND FOURIER-STIELTJES 
ALGEBRAS OF G 
In this section we prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let G, , G, be locally compact topological groups. 
Suppose that there exists an isometric isomorphism I$ of B(G,) onto 
B(G,). Then there exists (canonically) either a topological isomorphism 
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4, of G, onto G, or a topological antiisomorphism $A of G, onto G, and 
a g, E G, such that either: 
MM = QMd) for all b E B(G), g E GS 
4@)(g) = UdA(gN for all b E @GA g E Gz - 
We also have: 
THEOREM 3. Theorem 2 remains true if B(G,) is replaced by A(G,) 
i= 1,2. 
COROLLARY. If G, and G, are locally compact topological groups, 
then 
Gl cs G, iff B(G,) s B(G,) 
and 
Gl c G, iff A(G,) E A(G,) 
where g between groups designates a bicontinuous isomorphism, and g 
between Banach algebras designates an isometric isomorphism. 
Proof of Theorem 2. (b: B(G,) -+ B(G,) is an isometry onto, hence 
G$: W*(G,) + W*(G,) is also an isometry onto. Thus by [8, Theorems 
7, lo] we have that “4 is almost the sum of linear maps yI , 3/A such that 
(*I “CC4 = We)(r~ + YA)(~, for x E W*(G.J 
and 
711 w*z2 : W*(G,) z2 + W*(G ) z1 
is a *-isomorphism for suitably chosen central projections .z2 , x1 in 
W*( G,), W*( G,), respectively, and 
YAi W*ts--e2, : W*(G)(e - 4 -+ W*W(e - 4 
is a * -anti isomorphism, with 
yAlwezz = 0, Yr/rl w*+q 
ss 0, 
cf. also [20, Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.31. Again by [8, Lemma 121, 
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V( W*(G),) = W*(G), 7 and since “+(o(B(G,))) = o(B(G,)), we get 
(by Theorem 1) 
‘4(G) = “#W*(GL n 4B(GN 
= ~*(GJ, n @(G,)) = Gl , 
“4 being a-weakly bicontinuous, in particular, “4(e) E G, . Let us define 
go = We)- 
Define r(b) = +(6.g,‘), b E B(G,). Now y is an isometric iso- 
morphism of B(G,) onto B(G,’ since for go E G, b, , b, E B(G,) 
(bl + b,).&P = b&Y1 + b,.gl? 
and 
11 b&-1 b(G,, = 11 b lb(G,) for b E B(G,). 
Also, $(e) = e, since ($(e), b) = (e, +(b.g;l)) = (go , b.g;l) = 
(e, b) for all b E B(G,). Replacing y by $ in equation (*) we have: 
where there exist central projections z E W*(G,), z’ E W*(G,) such 
that 
411 we,+ : W*(G& + W*(G&’ 
is a *-isomorphism, 
4Al wf,G2)ls-.) : W*(Gd(e - 4 + W*(G)@ - a’) 
is a * -antiisomorphism, and 
$11 W*lG.$l.-Z) = 0, and dA~W*,G )a = 0. a 
We will soon show that essentially 4, = 0 or $A = 0 and that $&, is 
either a a-weakly continuous *-antiisomorphism 4” or *-isomorphism 
+1 onto G, . In particular, if “r = 4, we have 
(g, $q9) = (g, y(W) = ($zl(g)* ~.go> = (goM‘d9 b)
for b E B(G,), g E G, ; and we will be done. 
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CLAIM 1. 
501) “rk2) 
gl, g2 E G2 ty(glg,) = 0~ 
"r(gz> %g1)* 
To simplify notation, for the remainder of the proof of Theorem 2, 
we shall let “r(g) = g’, g E G, . 
Proof of Claim 1. If grg, = g,g, we are done. Suppose 
glg2 Z g2gl . Then gl’g2’ + g2’gl’ = ( glg2)’ + ( g2gl)‘, since ’ is a 
Jordan isomorphism. Hence gr’g,’ + g,‘g,’ - (g, g,)’ - (g,g,)’ = 0. 
Thus if (md’ f gig2 and ( glg2)’ # g2’& then ( g2gJ’ # gl’g2’ 
and ( g2 gl)' # g,'g,'. Sinceg, andg, do not commute (g, g2)' # ( g2 gl)', 
and also g,‘g,’ # g2’g1’, (if =, apply t7-l and get g,g, = g,g, by 
[8, Theorem 51). Thus gr’gi, gs’gr’, (g, g2)‘, (g,g,)’ E G, are pairwise 
distinct. Thus by [4, Theorem 7.41, they are linearly independent 
over C. This is a contradiction, hence Claim 1 is established. 
Remark. If (gd = gl’g’, then ( ggl)’ = da’. If (g,g)' =I g’gl’, 
then (ggr)’ = gr’g’. 
CLAIM 2. Either 
(g1g2)’ = h’g2’ all gl p g2 E G 
or 
(g1g2)’ = g221 all gl , g2 E G2 . 
Proof of Claim 2. Forg,EG21etH,1=(gEG2:(ggl-glg)z=0) 
where z is the central projection introduced earlier. Let 
Kg1 = {g E G2 : (a5 - mW - 4 = (9. 
Hgl , Kg, are subgroups of G2 . [Ifg, , g2 E HgI , gl g2 w = ( g2 gl-4 g3 = 
g2( gl g34 = gd g3 w) = g2 g3 w, hence g2 g3 E HeI , also e E Hg, and 
gEHIll ==g-+HQ1. Similarly for Kg, .] Hg, u Kg, = G2 . pf (ggr)’ = 
gl’g’, then recalling $ 1 W*z: is an isomorphism, we get (gg, - g, g)‘z’ = 
0 j (gg, - g,g)x = 0 + g E Hg, . If (ggr)’ = g’gr’, then recalling 
“~1 W*(e-e) is an antiisomorphism, 
kg1 - m>‘(e - 4 = 0 * (ggl - glg)(e - 4 = 0 * g E &, .I 
Either Hgl = G, or Kg, = G2 . [If 3h E HB, n Kz, and 3k E Kg, n H& , 
then hk 4 G2 .] Let 
H={gEG2:H,= G,}, K={geG2:Kg=G2}. 
580/1x/r-3 
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H, K are subgroups of G, . [If g, , g, E H, must show Hglg, = G, , 
i.e.3 (( g1 g2> g - g( g1 g2Nx = 0 for all g E G2 * But ai2 gx = g1( gg2z) 
(since Hgz = GJ = (ggiz) g, (since Hg, = G,) = g( gig.&. Thus 
H = G, , also e E H and g-lg,z = gag-k iff g,gx = gg,x hence 
g 2gk 3 g-l E H. Similarly K is a subgroup of G, .] H v K = G, 
[as shown above, given g E G, either Hg = G, or KB = G,]. 
Either H = G, or K = G, [as before, if 3h E H n Kc, and 
3K E K n Hc then hk 6 G, .] 
If H = G, , then (g, ga)’ = gagi for all g, , g, E G, . [If (g,g,)’ = 
g1’g2’, then ( gl’g2’ - g2’gl’)(e - z’) = 0. Hence, since 
gl,g,EH =a k1g2 -g2& = 0, g1g2 = g2g1 9 
hence (gig,)’ = gs’g,‘.] Similarly if K = G, , then (gig,) = gi’g,’ 
for all g, , g, E G, . Hence Theorem 2 is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof of Theorem 3 is essentially 
identical to that of Theorem 2. We need to recall as in Theorem 1, 
that o(A(G)) = G.z(A) z G, where A(G) = B(G).z(A), and that G 
is a linearly independent set in M(G). Any isometric isomorphism 
4: A(G,) -+ A(G,) induces “$: A(G,)’ + A(G,)’ and l+(a(A(G,)) = 
a(A(G,)), thus up to a translation $5 Io(A(G2)) again becomes the sought- 
after bicontinuous isomorphism (or antiisomorphism). 
Proof of Corollary. If there exists a bicontinuous isomorphism 
+ of G, onto G, then it is straightforward to show that 
is an isometric isomorphism of B(G,) onto B(G,). Similarly 
aEA(G,)t-+ao+~A(G,) is an isometric isomorphism of A(G,) onto 
A(G,). Conversely, Theorems 2 and 3 yield either a bicontinuous 
isomorphism of G, onto G, , or a bicontinuous antiisomorphism of G, 
onto G, . In the latter case, following the anti-isomorphism with the 
inverse map g E G, ~g-1 E G, yields a bicontinuous isomorphism 
of Gs onto G, . 
4. REPRESENTING THE LATTICE OF CLOSED SUBGROUPS OF G, 
AND THE LATTICE OF CLOSED NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF G, IN W*(G) 
This section is primarily concerned with finding and investigating 
the properties of maps of the lattice of closed subgroups (or the lattice 
of closed normal subgroups) into the lattice of projections of W*(G), 
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into a particular lattice of subalgebras of W*(G), or into some other 
suitable lattice. In the process we hope to gain more insight into the 
structure of W*(G), B(G) and how these structures reflect the 
structure of G. 
To begin with we return to the invariant subspaces of 
B(G) = W*(G), introduced in general form in Section 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) VC B(G) is a closed invariant subspace 
(w.r.t. W*(G)) z$f V is a closed subspace invariant under both left and 
right translation by the elements of G. 
(ii) {B,(G): Y C Z> is a set of closed invariant subspaces of 
B(G). Now Y determines B,(G), B,(G) determines a central projection I 
such that B,(G) = B(G) .x; we have z = z[9]=e[ttaSp], thus B,(G) = 
B(Gb44. 
Proof. (i) That W*(G) invariance implies translational invariance 
by G is clear since gb = b.g, b, = g.b for b E B(G), g E G and 
G C W*(G). The converse assertion follows since if V is closed and 
invariant under the algebra, (G), generated by G, it is also invariant 
under the a-strong closure of G, i.e., W*(G), cf. [4] and [l, Chap. 
I $3.4, Theorem 21, and the fact that b.a = B(G) - norm lim,b.a, if a, 
tends u-strongly to a E W*(G) [T o p rove this last fact we write for 
any x E W*(G), II x Ilw~~o) d 1 
I<x, 43) - <x, a.61 = l(x(a, - a), b)l 
= IW, - ah I ZJ I>1 
< (xx*, I 6 i>1/2(v*(a, - a)*(a, - a)v, j b 1)lj2 
< (II x II2 II I b I lW2(v*(a, - ~)*(a, - a)v, j 6 lF2-+ 0, 
where b = v. 1 b I is the polar decomposition of b, and 
(a, - a)*(% - a) + 0 
in the a-weak topology.] 
(ii) follows easily from the discussion of invariant subspaces at 
the end of Section 1. 
From the invariant subspace point of view we can simplify the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 of [SJ and relate it to 2.26 of [7]. (Note, we 
assume no separability conditions.) 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let NC G be a closed normal subgroup and 
qN: G -+ G/N the quotient map induced by N. We have 
W*(G) tahr W.q.,*VW) 
B(G) z &y,,(W) 
(C*(G) 2 C*(G/N)) 
G & GIN, 
where YN C .Z( G/N), QJb) = b 0 qN for b E BYM( G/N), YN 0 qN is the 
subclass of Z(G) consisting of all n o qN , rr E YN , WsN(G/N) = 
JbJWL and 4 is a surjective *-homomorphism (constructed in 
COY. 3 (2.26) [7]) such that v 1 B,JG/N) = QN . Then 
(i) QN is an isometric-isomorphism of B,,(G/N) onto BYN 0 qN(G), 
and lQN is a normal *-homomorphism onto W$JG/N) with Ker ‘QN = 
(e - z [YN 0 qN]) W*(G), hence W&,(GIN) = W*(G) 4% 0 qd 
When YN = Z(G/N), then tQN(G) = G/N. 
(ii) Let 2;, = x[Z(G/N) 0 qN]. Then 
zN = sup{p E W*(G), : pg = p for all g E N} 
= sup{p E W*(G), : pg = p iff g E N) 
and 
zNH~c*(o) = (E E Hwcelo, : gf = Sfor allg E Nl 
(iii) Taking Sp, = Z(G/N) in (i) we obtain that B(G/N) is 
isometrically isomorphic (as a Banach algebra) with 
B, = (b E B(G): b IBN is constant for each g E G) 
and B, is a closed translation invariant subalgebra of B(G) with 
P.y.p,(G&p(0 /Jd as a set of closed translation invariant subspaces. 
(iv) zNW*(G) z W*(G/N) g W*(z,G). 
Proof. The facts that QN = ‘c$ IByNCGINl and that QN maps 
BYJG/W OntO BP-~,, are proved in [7, 2.261. Hence ker ‘QN = 
[BYNJO = (e - ~$9~ 0 qN]) W*(G), and B,,(G/N) identifies with 
the closed invariant subspace z[Y, o q,].B(G). Also, it is clear that 
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when YN = Z(G/N), the image under “QN of (b E B(G) w b(g) E C: 
g,:,g\ is precisely {b E B(G/N) ++ b( gN) E C}. Thus (i) and (iii) are 
As for (iv), it follows from (i) since for Y,.,, = Z(G/N), ‘QN is 
quasiequivalent to the induction on W*(G) via z, . This result is 
essentially in [5]. 
We now relate the two results by proving the formulas in (ii), cf. 
[5, p. 6081, using the invariant subspace point of view. Suppose 
5 E H%*e3 is such that g[ = 6 for all g E N. Then (g[ 1 6) = (5 j 5) 
for all g E N, e.g., wE,( E BN = +.B(G). Thus .+.o~,~ = Ok,&, 
hence ((e - xN) 6 1 e) = 0 and .zNf = t. We now observe that if 
pg = p for all g E N then taking adjoints gp = p for all g E N also. 
Thus if 6 E PVL~.~~) ), then gt = gp[ = 5 for all g E N. Hence, 
p(H%*kT, ) C ~N(fLc,~GJ. Now if 
We note, however, that if 6 E z~H,,,~*(~) then we,, , 17 E H,,,c+cG, is such 
that z~.w~,~ = uz,e,n = w~,~ for any 7. Thus w~,~ E B(G).z, = BN 
is constant on cosets of N, in particular, on N. Thus (gs 1 r)) = (5 I 77) 
for all g E N and all 17 E HOCqtGj . Thus g[ = 6 for all g E N. Thus 
z,,,g = z, for all g E N, thus a,., = 4. (ii) is now proved. 
Remark. From [7, Corollary 2.251 the unit ball of B(G) is closed 
in C(G) equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence. Hence 
if follows that the unit ball of BN is closed in C(G) equipped with the 
topology of pointwise convergence. 
Remark. The map N-+x, of the lattice of closed normal sub- 
groups of G into the lattice of central projections of W*(G) is a 
one-to-one “morphism” in so far as Ni C N, implies zNe < xN1 ; 
XN,“N, = zNlxN, ; and zN1 = xNe implies Nr = Nz, where Ni u N, 
is the closed (normal) subgroup generated by Nr and N, . 
This map may be extended to all the closed subgroups as follows: 
If H is a closed subgroup of G, then let KH = (5 E Hoc*cGj : ht$ = 5 
for all h E H}. The map which sends H to the projection on KH is not 
as well behaved as one might wish but it has the following properties: 
Let BH = {b E B(G): b is constant on left cosets of H, xH} HB = 
(b E B(G): b is constant on right cosets of H, Hx}. Now B, is a closed, 
right invariant subalgebra of B(G) and HB is a closed, left invariant 
subalgebra of B(G). Thus by [22], cf. Section 1, El projections p, and 
qH in W*(G) such that BH = pH.B(G), HB = B(G).q,. But 
pH = qH = projection on KH . [First observe that if 4 E KM, then 
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w$,~ E BH for all 7 E fgtl HWCqtG, , thus uPHE,rr = &.w~,~ = w~,~ . Hence 
(/ ; I%&&, 11) = 0 for all 77 and&(& (/ p yi, )   f r ll  pH(HWC*J C I& . Conversely, suppose 
). Then ~~~~ E BH = j wg t)
CILI~~(~) =wCZ~i,(e) for 
p, .B(G) for all 7 E H 
w:*(i) Gus, all i E H, since We,? must be constli;‘“bi ;zi 
cosetr s of H. Thus h[ = .$ for all h E H; .$ E I&, . Finally p,, = projec- 
tion on n KH . H similarly tor QH .J we thus get Si ilarly f q  ] W  
HB = B(G).?, = {UJC.~ : 5 E Hwoco > rlE KH). 
There is another map of interest, viz., H ++ 9(w,JH)) where H C G 
is a closed subgroup and S?(wc(H))- is the von Neumann algebra in 
(W*(G), HWcatGj} generated by w,(H), W(o,(H)) being the algebra, 
(H). Observe that L?Z(W,JH))~ = IH , where IH = {b E B(G): b IH = O> 
a closed ideal in B(G). To see this, note that b lH = 0 iff 
(%?(cc~~(H)), b) = 0. W e a so 1 h ave that {h E G: w,(h) E L~(w~(H))) = H. 
To see this observe that if h $ H, but h E G, then 3b E IH such that 
b(h) # 0, hence h 4 IHo = Sf(w,(H))- 3 9(w,(H)). Thus 
G n Hc C {h E G: w,#z) E 9i?(w,(H))}C, 
but H C (h E G: w,(h) E S?(w,(H))}. Thus equality holds, and the 
map H ++ g(wGWN is an injection. Note: 
4 n H2 ++ gI(w~(f4 n H2)) = ~(wG(HJ) n ~(wG(HJ) 
HI u Hz ti W(WG(H~ U Hz))- = g(w~(Hl))- U ~(wGWJ-, 
where HI v H, is the closed subgroup generated by H, , H, and 
L%?(o,(H,))- u 9f(w,(H2))- is th e von Neumann algebra generated by 
9(w,(Hl)), 99(w,(Hz)). Clearly also, 
HI C H, => ~(w~(fh)) C ~‘(wG(&))- 
The only relation which is not straightforward to prove is perhaps 
92(H, n Hz) = 9(H,) n S’(H,). To see this observe first that 
W(H, n Hz) C 9f(H,) n 92(H,), clearly. Also if x is in (HI), say 
x = CT=, c h(l) I I , cI E C and Iz{l’ E HI for all 1, and it is also in (H2), say 
x = C& d#zy), d* E C and /zr’ E H, for all j, then by linear independ- 
ence of the elements of G, since cy=l c,h~” = x = ‘$r d,hy’ and 
& c$$) - Cy=“=, d,hj”) = 0 we have x E (HI n Hz). 
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